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Laminate Surface Textures 
The texture of a laminate surface is created during the pressing process - either with a 
steel plate or a foil release paper. 
 
Wilsonart laminates are standard with textures that compliment the visual of the design.  
Alternate textures are available, and vary per design. For information regarding 
alternate texture choices, sizes, and up-charges, please see the “Pattern Availability”.  
All non-standard combinations carry a longer lead time.  Some textures carry a 
premium. 

 
#1 High Gloss 
A mirror sheen finish, which gives a smooth, brilliant 
appearance.  Excellent for vertical application. Laminates 
with a high gloss can be used for horizontal application in 
light use areas. We recommend that it not be used on 
horizontal work surfaces with high usage.  
 
Glossometer reading:  MD and CD 100 ± 10. 
 
 
#7 Textured Gloss - Premium 
A textured finish which reproduces the high sheen of 
waxed wood furniture, or the  smooth, reflective finish of a 
polished stone. 
 

Glossometer reading:  MD and CD 36 ± 3.     
               
 

 
#38 Fine Velvet Texture 
A smooth textured finish with moderate reflective value.  
 
Glossometer reading:  MD and CD 14 ± 2. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
#60 Matte 
Textured finish with a moderate reflective quality.  
 
Glossometer reading: MD and CD 10 ± 2. 
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#52 Quarry - Premium 
A smooth, high sheen surface with small-scaled fissures 
embedded randomly throughout; indicative of 
characteristics that are naturally associated with organic-
like materials such as stones and granites, or concrete 
 
Glossometer reading: MD and CD 55 ± 5. 
 
 
 
#90 Crystal - Premium 
A very finely beaded texture that minimizes smudges and 
finger marks, and disguises scratches and wear.   
 
Glossometer reading: MD and CD 13± 3. 
 
 
 
 

 
#78 FineGrain - Premium 
A premium finish that features the polish and luxe of a real 
wood veneer. It has a short, narrow grain structure, 
providing a realistic interpretation in a wood look. 
 
Glossmeter reading: MD and CD 38 ± 3 
 
 
 

 
Wilsonart® HD™ High Definition™ Laminate Optical Surface Effects 
 

#35 Mirage – Ultra Premium 
A medium-scale texture carrying a matte-gloss differential 
that provides an optical surface effect that adds dimension 
and depth to laminate.  This textural contradiction connects 
to the variations that can occur in nature: rough and 
weathered, or smooth and polished. 
 
Glossometer reading: MD and CD 50 ± 20 
 

 
#45 Facet – Ultra Premium 
A medium to small scale texture providing an optical 
surface effect that adds dimension and depth to laminate.  
It is comprised of a blend of matte and gloss areas.  The 
angular, faceted characteristics connect it to the stone and 
quartz-like visuals it was designed for. 
 
Glossometer reading:  MD and CD 50 ± 20 


